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Join the happiness revolution! The author of the New York Times bestseller The Little Book of
Hygge offers more inspiration and suggestions for achieving greater happiness, by practicing
Lykke (LOO-ka)—pursuing and finding the good that exists in the world around us every
day.While the Danes are the happiest people on the planet, happiness isn’t exclusively Danish;
cultures around the world have their own unique approaches to leading a contented, fulfilled life.
For his work at the Happiness Research Institute in Copenhagen, Meik Wiking travels the globe
from Dubai to Finland, Rio de Janeiro to Bhutan, South Korea to the United States, to discover
the secrets of the very happiest people.In The Little Book of Lykke, Meik identifies the six factors
that explain the majority of differences in happiness across the world—togetherness, money,
health, freedom, trust, and kindness—and explores what actions we can take to become
happier. As he reveals, we can deepen our blissfulness and contentment with little adjustments
in our behavior, whether it’s eating like the French (sitting around a table and savoring our time)
or dancing the tango like Argentinians in Buenos Aires.With his trademark warmth and wit, Meik
explores the happiness gap for parents, how much money you really need to buy happiness,
how we can be healthier without having to go to the gym, how we can learn to build trust and
collaboration, how we can help ourselves by helping others, and why our expectations often
outweigh our reality. Weaving together original research and personal anecdotes, The Little
Book of Lykke is a global roadmap for joy that offers a new approach to achieving everyday
happiness that not only improve our own lives, but help us build better communities and a better
world.
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TREASURE HUNT“What are we holding on to, Sam?”“That there’s some good in this world, Mr.
Frodo. And it’s worth fighting for.”Like Tolkien, Hemingway once wrote that the world is a fine
place and worth fighting for. These days, it is easier to notice the fighting rather than what is fine.
It is easy to point toward the gray skies and dark clouds, but perhaps we all need to be more like
Samwise the Stout-Hearted (but preferably a bit less furry in the feet department) and see what
is good in this world of ours.A friend of mine, Rita, grew up in Latvia during the Soviet era. It may
not have been Mordor, but it was a time of fear and mistrust, a time when every window was
covered with a curtain and when communities were shaped by suspicion and scarcity.
Occasionally, a truck would arrive carrying bananas from Vietnam. Not knowing when bananas
would be available again, my friend and her family would buy as many as they could afford and
could carry.Then the waiting would begin, as the bananas would still be green and not ready to
eat. They would place the fruit in a dark cabinet to make it ripen faster. Watching bananas turn
from green to yellow was like magic in a city that was fifty shades of gray. As a child, Rita had
thought only three colors existed: black, gray, and brown. Her dad decided to change that and
he took her on a treasure hunt around the city: to look for color, for beauty, and for the good in
the world.This is the intention of this book: to take you treasure hunting; to go in pursuit of
happiness; to find the good that does exist in this world—and to bring this into the light so that,
together, we can help it spread. Books are wonderful idea-spreaders. My previous book, The
Little Book of Hygge, shared the Danish concept of everyday happiness with the world. The
book encouraged its readers to focus on the simple pleasures in life and, since its publication, I
have received an avalanche of kind letters from around the world.One of them was from Sarah,
who teaches five-year-olds in the UK and has long had an interest in the mental health of
children and how happiness has an impact on their capacity to learn. “I have read your book and
decided to introduce hygge into my classroom,” she wrote. She told me how the class put up
fairy lights, shared snacks, lit a candle, and enjoyed story time. “We even put a YouTube video of
a log fire on our interactive whiteboard to make it feel cozier. On these long winter days that
seem so dreary after Christmas, it is cheering up the whole class and staff no end. I am trying to
figure out how to measure the impact of this on the children’s well-being, but I guess the relaxed,
smiling faces are measure enough!”That is essentially my job as CEO of the Happiness
Research Institute in Copenhagen: to measure, understand, and generate happiness. At the
institute, we explore the causes and effects of human happiness and work toward improving the
quality of life of people across the world.My work has allowed me to talk to people from all four
corners of the earth: from Copenhagen mayors to Mexican street food vendors, from Indian cab
drivers to the Minister of Happiness in the United Arab Emirates. It has taught me two things.
First of all, that we may be Danish, Mexican, Indian, Emirati, or any other nationality, but we are



first and foremost humans. We are not as different from one another as we may think. The hopes
of those in Copenhagen and Guadalajara and the dreams of those in New York, Delhi, and
Dubai all point toward the same beacon: happiness. Lykke is the Danish word for “happiness,”
but you might refer to it as felicidad if you are Spanish, or Glück or bonheur if you are German or
French. No matter what you call it, story time will light up smiles in classrooms in the same way
wherever you are in the world.A couple of years ago, I was skiing with some friends in Italy. We
had finished for the day and were enjoying the sun and coffee on the balcony of our cabin. Then
somebody realized that we had leftover pizza in the fridge, and I exclaimed: “Is this happiness? I
think so.” And I wasn’t the only one. Despite the fact that my friends on the balcony were from
different countries—Denmark, India, and the US—we all felt that sharing food with friends in the
soft warmth of a March sun, overlooking the beautiful, snow-covered mountains, was pretty
damn close to happiness. We might have been born on different continents, raised in different
cultures, schooled in different languages, but we all shared the same feeling that this was
happiness.On a much bigger and more scientific scale, this is what we can use happiness data
to understand. What do happy people have in common? Whether you are from Denmark, the
US, or India, what are the common denominators of happiness? We have been doing this kind
of research for years in terms of health: for example, what are the common denominators for
those people who live to be a hundred years old? Because of these studies, we know that
alcohol, tobacco, exercise, and our diet all have an effect on life expectancy. At the Happiness
Research Institute, we use the same methods to understand what it is that matters for
happiness, life satisfaction, and quality of life.Allow me to take you to the home of the Happiness
Research Institute—the capital of happiness: Copenhagen.Kostenko Maxim/
ShutterstockDENMARK: THE HAPPINESS SUPERPOWER?It is four o’clock in the afternoon in
Copenhagen. The streets are alive with cyclists, as people leave the office to pick up their
children from school.A couple who are sharing their fifty-two weeks of paid maternity and
paternity leave are strolling along the waterfront. A group of students are swimming in the clean
water in the harbor, carefree, because not only are there no university tuition fees, students also
receive the equivalent of $790 (after tax) every month from the government. Everything runs
smoothly in Denmark. Well, almost. Four years ago, one train did arrive five minutes late. The
passengers each got a letter of apology from the prime minister and a designer chair of their
choice as compensation.With headlines like these over the last ten years, it may be easy to
imagine Denmark as some sort of utopia.Ty Stange/CopenhagenmediacenterLet’s get one thing
out of the way: I am a big fan of Denmark, both as a happiness scientist and as a citizen. When I
see seven-year-old children cycle safely to school on their own, I smile. When I see parents
leaving their kids to sleep unsupervised outside cafés in strollers without worrying about it, I
smile. When I see people swimming in the clean water of the inner harbor of Copenhagen, I
smile.To me, it is unsurprising that a peaceful country where there is free and universal health
care, where your kids can go to university no matter how much money you earn, and where little
girls can imagine themselves prime minister should be one of the happiest countries in the



world, according to the World Happiness Reports commissioned by the United Nations.But does
this mean that Denmark is a perfect society? No. Do I think that Denmark provides relatively
good conditions for its citizens to enjoy a relatively high level of quality of life and happiness?
Yes. I also believe that Japan had the longest average life expectancy in the world last year, but it
doesn’t mean that I think that every Japanese person lives to exactly 83.7 years of age.Denmark
may usually top the lists of the world’s happiest countries, but it is important to understand that
these rankings are based on averages. For instance, in the latest World Happiness Report,
Danes reported an average of 7.5 on a scale from 0 to 10.Kay Wiegand/ShutterstockIt also
means that while some things work extremely well, other things are rotten in the state of
Denmark. Scandinavian countries may do well in the happiness rankings—but neither Danes,
Norwegians, nor Swedes hold a monopoly on happiness. Living in Denmark has taught me that
while we can all learn a lot from the Scandinavian countries when it comes to quality of life, we
can find lessons in happiness from people all over the world. The keys to happiness are buried
around the world, and it is our job to gather them up.If we look at the World Happiness Report,
there is a four-point happiness gap between the happiest and unhappiest countries, and three
points of these four are explained by six factors: togetherness or sense of community, money,
health, freedom, trust, and kindness. I have dedicated one chapter to each of these factors, and
in each we will explore why these things affect well-being, we will take lessons of happiness
from people around the world, and we will uncover the ways in which we ourselves may become
happier—and, in the end, how we may put these pieces together to create a treasure map of
happiness.Meanwhile, 80 percent of the difference in happiness across the world happens
within countries. In other words, you may find very happy Danes and very unhappy Danes—and
you may find very happy and very unhappy Togolese. So it is one thing to look at the policies
countries offer; our behavior and our perspective on life are another thing entirely.So, what are
the common denominators among the world’s happiest people, what can be learned from
countries around the globe when it comes to happiness, and what actions may be taken in order
to make ourselves happier? These are some of the questions this book seeks to answer: it will
uncover the secrets of the world’s happiest people and look for the good that does exist in the
world. Let’s go on a treasure hunt!CHAPTER TWOHOW DO YOU MEASURE HAPPINESS?
HOW DO YOU MEASURE HAPPINESS?On the morning of November 9, 2016, I was woken at
five a.m. by the emergency alarm in the hotel I was staying in. I was in the heart of Paris for a
round of interviews, and the city was approaching the first anniversary of the terrorist attacks on
the city.Outside the lobby, the guests gathered, bleary-eyed, in their white bathrobes. At 5:30
a.m., the hotel was given the all-clear, but there was no point in me trying to get back to sleep.
Adrenaline was still pumping through me, and I had just returned from Asia, so my body clock
was seven hours ahead of local time. I decided I might as well work and opened my suitcase to
get my laptop. That’s when I discovered I had left my brand-new computer on the plane (always
check the seat pocket!). And I hadn’t backed up the first chapters of this book anywhere other
than on the now missing laptop.I was frustrated, tired, and angry with myself. I thought I could do



with some good news and realized the votes would by now have been counted in the US
presidential election, and I thought it might cheer me up to see the victory speech of the first
female US president, so I turned on the news.That day I had eight interviews lined up. Eight
journalists who would most likely all ask the question: “You study happiness—so how happy are
you?”So, how happy was I? Can you quantify feelings? How do we measure happiness?The
way the world has been measuring happiness for decades can be summed up like this: Imagine
two friends meeting after a long time. “How are you?” the one friend asks the other. “I make
$40,800 per year,” she replies. No one talks like this, but this is how we have been measuring
well-being traditionally. We have been saying that money equals happiness. And while money
may matter—it is not the only thing that contributes to our happiness.Unfortunately, that is how
we have been measuring happiness up until recently. We have been using income as a proxy for
happiness, well-being, or quality of life and using GDP per capita to measure our progress as
nations. One of the reasons for this is that income—national or personal—is objective. However,
happiness is not. Happiness is subjective.This is often the first response I get when people hear
that the Happiness Research Institute tries to measure happiness:“How can you measure
happiness, it is so subjective?”Yes, of course happiness is subjective, and it should be. To me,
that is not an issue. What I care about in my research is how you feel about your life. That is what
counts. I believe you are the best judge of whether you are happy or not. How you feel is our new
metric—and then I try to understand why you feel that way. If you are happier than your neighbor,
who has the bigger house, the fancy car, and the perfect spouse, by our measures, you are the
one who is doing something right.Working with subjective measures is difficult, but it is not
impossible. We do it all the time when it comes to stress, anxiety, and depression, which are also
subjective phenomena. At the end of the day, it is all about how we as individuals perceive our
lives.Happiness can mean different things to different people. You may have one perception of
what happiness is, I may have another. Right now, we put the happiness label on different things,
which, from a scientific point of view, makes it difficult to work around. So, the first thing we must
do is to break the concept of happiness down into its various parts.For instance, if we were to
look at how the economy is doing, we could break it down into indicators such as GDP, growth,
and interest and unemployment rates. Each indicator gives us additional information about how
the economy is doing. The same thing goes for happiness. It is an umbrella term. So, we break it
down and look at the different components. Let’s go back to that morning in Paris. How happy
was I?When we look at how I was feeling at that moment, I was angry with myself for forgetting
the computer, I was tired, and I was sad to hear that a lot of Americans would be facing four
difficult years. In short, I was angry, tired, and sad. Happy? Not so much, and pretty far from
sitting on a sunbathed balcony in the Alps eating leftover pizza with friends. On the other hand, I
was in the middle of a book tour and had the privilege of talking to people around the world
about my work and about happiness, so, overall, life was not treating me badly.D A Barnes/
Alamy Stock PhotoTHE THREE DIMENSIONS OF HAPPINESSThe first lesson in happiness
research is to distinguish between being happy right now and being happy overall. We call these



two states, respectively, the affective dimension and the cognitive dimension.The affective—or
hedonic—dimension examines the emotions people experience on an everyday basis. If you
look at yesterday, were you depressed, sad, anxious, worried? Did you laugh? Did you feel
happy? Did you feel loved?In order to look at the cognitive dimension, people have to take a
step back and evaluate their lives. How satisfied are you with your life overall? How happy are
you in general? Think of the best possible life you could lead, and the worst possible. Where do
you feel you stand right now? For you, the best possible life imaginable may involve fame and
fortune, or it might mean staying at home to homeschool your kids. To me, those are equally
valid dreams. When trying to evaluate happiness, the important information is what your dream
is and how close you feel to living that dream.Of course, the affective and cognitive dimensions
are connected, and they do overlap to some extent. If your days are filled with positive emotions,
you are likely to report higher levels of overall life satisfaction. Equally, we can have shitty
mornings and still feel we have a wonderful life overall.To make things a little more complicated,
let me introduce a third dimension called eudaemonia. That is the Ancient Greek word for
happiness, and it is based on Aristotle’s perception of happiness. To him, the good life was a
meaningful and purposeful life. In this book, I will mainly focus on overall happiness—the
cognitive dimension, people who feel they have a wonderful life—but we will look at our
everyday moods and our sense of purpose as well.Once we have looked at these three
dimensions, what we at the Happiness Research Institute ideally do is follow people over time.
Not in a creepy, stalker kind of way but scientifically.We monitor large groups of people over long
periods of time to see how changes in their lives impact their happiness. If I were to follow you
and ten thousand other people, some significant changes would be bound to happen to each
individual over the next decade that will make a difference to how happy they are. Some of them
will fall in love and some will fall out of love; some will be promoted and some will be fired; some
will move to London and some will leave the city; some will break hearts and some will have their
hearts broken. Over the next ten years, highs and lows are guaranteed, we are bound to witness
victories and losses—and at least one distrait, elbow-patch-wearing scientist will leave his
computer on a plane. The question is, how do those events and changes in life circumstances
impact the different dimensions of happiness? What is the average impact on people’s life
satisfaction from doubling their income, getting married, or moving to the countryside? That is
what we try to understand.Average happiness rating on a scale of 0 to 10Iceland: 7.48Finland:
7.41Canada: 7.4Netherlands: 7.4Sweden: 7.35Australia: 7.3New Zealand: 7.28Israel:
7.26Austria: 7.17Costa Rica: 7.16United States: 7.07Puerto Rico: 7.03Ireland: 6.97Luxembourg:
6.93Belgium: 6.93Mexico: 6.9Brazil: 6.85Oman: 6.85Germany: 6.84United Arab Emirates:
6.81United Kingdom: 6.79Panama: 6.77Singapore: 6.66Chile: 6.65It is not easy. While you may
observe that, in general, people living in the countryside are happier than people living in big
cities—and perhaps it is true that people’s happiness increases if they move to the countryside—
we can’t always be certain about what is the cause and what is the effect. Perhaps people who
move to and live in the big cities are less happy not because of the big city but because of the



type of person you are if you choose to live in a big city. Perhaps people who are attracted to big
cities are more ambitious, and the downside to being ambitious is that you are chronically
dissatisfied with the status quo. Ideally, we would undertake experiments with identical twins,
separate them at birth, and flip a coin to see which twin should grow up and live for the rest of
their life in the city and which in the countryside. But the government says that I’m not allowed to
do that.In other words, there are a lot of things we cannot control for, and there are a lot of pitfalls
in the science of happiness. But the best way to make sure that we do not gain knowledge in this
field is to lean back and say that it can’t be done. I am yet to hear a convincing argument why
happiness should be the one thing in the world we cannot study in a scientific manner. And yes,
it may be easier to sit in our armchairs with our arms crossed, insisting that it can’t be done—but
those sorts of people have never discovered new continents or taken man to the moon. What
makes me proud to be part of the human race—with all our faults and failures—is our endless
curiosity and imagination. We are the only species who will look toward a red, barren planet in
the distant sky and think, how do we get up there? So why should we not try to push the
boundaries for quality of life? What I see is a big potential to improve happiness through little
adjustments in our behavior. Great things sometimes have small beginnings.
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liberatedladee, “Nice sweet read.. I really enjoyed this book. It was a nice winter time read in
front of the fire drinking a hot beverage.Caveat: If you read The Little Book of Hygge, they are
very similar and you only need to read one or the other.”

M. Anweiler, “I would really like to marry Meik Wiking's voice (oh yes he's nice .... From now on
Meik Wiking should release a new book every December and that is how I should start my new
year. Always. This is how I started 2017 and how I started this year. Even though I pre-ordered
this book and received it the day of its publication, I was hard pressed to pass up listening to the
audiobook. I would really like to marry Meik Wiking's voice (oh yes he's nice to look at too
*wink*).I think for many my fascination and desire for hygge to become a huge part of my life was
a little strange and as always you have the people jumping at the chance to say something
derogatory about a trend. Hygge did become quite a worldwide trend/phenomenon in 2017, but
is that so bad? If the idea of Lykke, which is the Danish word for happiness and not a lifestyle
choice, took off quite the same way... you know the only downside would be the world would be
happier."The aim of this book is not to belittle the challenges we face. I am painfully aware of the
struggles of many, how difficult times are, and how big the stakes are for much of humanity."In
this book I was in a perpetual state of goosebumps showing up, several times of passionate
"let's do this", and yes, as strange as it may sound, crying. There is a deep desire to be content
in life and when you can recognize this does not come from possessions, people, or status, it
only serves to increase your desire to find the answer.If in the United States we can't achieve
many of the ideas in Lykke on a government level then we need to strive to see them happening
on a corporate level and most definitely in the public forum. I would say if you own a business,
add this to your reading right now. I would say give it to your employees, your family, your friends.
I don't see why everyone shouldn't read this and be touched in one way or another by the idea
that we can make our world better and we can find simple ways to be happier and help others to
do so too.I can't say that I like this book better than Meik Wiking's Hygge book, but I can say I
love how he incorporates EVERYONE. He doesn't only speak to or about the Danish people.
Through his research and travels he touches on how other countries are fighting for happiness
and how while Hygge is a huge part of Danish culture...they are not in fact the perfect country.
He is quick to tell you that your problems will not be solved simply by moving to Denmark and
that for some that is not even a plausible endeavor. Read here: You can find happiness (lykke)
and implement lifestyle changes (hygge) to your life RIGHT WHERE YOU ARE.I still want to
move to Denmark. When the statistics are presented that the United States is one of only two
countries in the world not offering compensation for things like maternity leave...it's hard to not
get a little disenchanted with your patriotic push.I already can tell you this is going to be a 2018
favorite.If you listen to the audiobook, definitely get a physical copy of the book too because
there are graphs and pictures throughout!”



Ebook Tops Reader, “Loved everything about this!. Loved this book! I like the approach and the
comparative stats and the thoughtful suggestions and commentary that follow. I saw a few
reviews about how it goes into politics; and it does (in a way; it discusses differences in policies
across countries) but for a purpose. He highlights things that different governments are doing
and how they impact the happiness of that country (or lack of). Because unfortunately a lot of
that stuff impacts your level of stress and it might be worth changing for a happier world. So I
think it’s important to mention. They look at why Denmark has been the happiest country in the
work, and a lot of it is government policies and programs that serve the public, on top of just the
culture. There are however many other things that contribute to happiness included here. It’s not
all politics! I love the art and his writing style is beautiful. This has a permanent place on my
shelf.”

Bri Clark, “Friend loves both Lykke and Hygge Books for her gift. Bought this for a friend, as she
had the Hygge book from this author and loved it. She loves the lykke book too- I read a lot of
reviews saying you could do one or the other because they are similar, but my friend says while
there are similarities, the books contain different examples of the contextual points and do focus
on different information too- she likes having them both! The more exposure to positivity in our
household the better in our opinion. Enjoy!”

SecondCherry, “A guide to how social policy can make people happier. A really interesting book
looking at happiness and social policy - more informative and interesting than the same author's
book on Hygge.”

junebug, “More than a book:This opens doors to a better way of living. This book is simple but
very affective in putting humanity back into the world. The negative feedback is even addressed
in a way in the book. Complaining makes people feel smarter. If you are interested in this book
don't let the negative comments hold you back. The negative reviewers are just trying to feel
smart. Lol. To get that reference read this book!!!”

Emily Hansen, “Finally a useful handbook on making yourself happy. Loved the first book about
hygge, but this book is on another level. It’s more about finding and creating happiness in your
own life and the components that we can hone and keep in balance so that we can be happy
and help others find their own happiness. This book is just filled with rainbows and statistics. It’s
the best balance of the two that I have ever known!”

Natália Baffatto, “Pink-coloured glasses with Denmark way too much and no exploration of
topics like high suicide rates. The book is very lovely to read and it’s the kind of reading
everybody should read. There are really interesting things that challenge the status quo. The
only things that annoy me in the book is the fact that they hide the fact that also in Denmark and
other Scandinavian countries the suicide rate is higher than most of other countries and they do



not explore that. For example, Danes are the 7th in the rank that use more antidepressives in a
list of OECD countries, and the author does not explore that, saying that this number means that
they only have less stigma with mental health. Like, what? But it also means that the population
is very depressed! And it’s exactly the opposite data of being the happiest country in the world.
Whilst the author put the United Kingdom always “not ideal” compared to Denmark, for example,
Finland, Sweden and Denmark have much more higher suicide rates amongst their population
than the UK. Other thing: the author mentions about the fact that students are not ranked in
school and no-ranking is a form of happiness. However, the whole book is a ranking! They rank
Denmark all the time. Is not a little ironic? So yes, the concept of the book is good, you can take
wonderful lessons, but putting Denmark in a pedestal, specially uncovering suicide rates and
other facts, is not ideal. The book has pink-coloured glasses with the country way too much.
Take care with that! Scandinavians have a good philosophy of life, but clearly something is
wrong, and the book does not explore, as naturally would not fit with its subject.”

katie, “I’ve recently read loads of happiness books and nothing compares to this. Absolutely
adore this book and everything about it! From the design, to the stories, to the way it is written!
Bought this before the hygge one! It’s a must read for everyone and has really put things into
perspective for me. I’ve recently read loads of happiness books and nothing compares to this”

DaisyS, “Lykke a lot!. Great book to add to the other Scandi books - clearly a reason why they
are the happiest people on the planet and hoping to have a piece of it after putting into practice
the ideas in this book!!”

Han, “Read this book. I would seriously urge you to get this book if you want an enjoyable, funny
and intelligent read that will offer a different perspective on the key factors that contribute to our
happiness daily and long-term. The small tips and suggestions for realistic changes that can be
made to our daily lives to help increase happiness is fantastic and makes this book not only a
pleasure to read but also a practical guide, that other books aim to do and fail at. I read this book
cover to cover, and will definitely be re-reading it again.”

The book by Meik Wiking has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 1,362 people have provided feedback.
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